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The Best Choice in Melbourne
Smart Studio design plus a quality combination of valve, analog and digital gear
along with experienced creative staff will equal awesome results for your music project

Recording - Mastering - Artwork - Photography - Video Production

www.studio52.com.au

Studio A
Studio A has everything you need to achieve world-class
results. From your first recordings you will feel relaxed and
creatively inspired. This is because the studio has been
designed by engineers and musicians who understand that
great recordings are all about capturing the magic. All major
studios have great gear but how you play on the day and how
you feel in the studio are actually more important than the
microphone or the preamplifier. In order to capture the magic
you need the process to be seamless so you can concentrate
on your music and leave the technical details to the engineer.
Studio A has been designed differently to most other

“Studio 52 has been the first major studio to discard the old ‘boat
anchor’ mixing consoles and replace them with a customised desk of
mic preamps and digital routing, making way for the computer DAW
to take pride of place in the centre of the stereo spectrum.The whole
marriage of old and new technology works like a dream delivering
more power with more simplicity than ever before”
studios, we are happy to explain this in more detail but in
short, the main benefits are incredible sound quality and far
greater productivity.You will get a lot more done in a day here
than most other big studios – please feel free to ask us why.
Studio A has four inter-linked recording spaces which make
it ideal for any live band wanting to ‘keep it real’ but with the
sound detail of a fully multi-tracked project. Studio A is
home to a wide range of music styles and is perfect for all kinds
of acoustic groups and those that are fully amped. The
combination of space, gear and great engineers makes studio A
one of the best tracking and mixing rooms in Australia.

Analog warmth on every recording
thanks to TLA Valve Preamps

Solid State perfection from Focusrite

To make great recordings you must
first have a recording space that
inspires people to perform at their
best. The best results come when the
musicians and singers feel comfortable
in the studio environment

RME converters lose nothing in the
analog to digital conversion

At Studio 52 we strive to make the
recording process easy and stress
free. Our 26 years of studio
experience have influenced the
design of systems that work with the
minimum of fuss, which mean you
get more done in every studio day

Studio B
Studio B is a lower priced alternative to
studio A but it is still a room capable of
producing major release quality results.
Studio B has a large comfortable control
room and two large recording spaces. Studio
B is perfect for band demos, independent
albums, along with all tracking and overdubs.

Studio 52 can provide a complete
package including recording,
mastering, CDs and even the
photography and music video

Studio C

Studio C has been designed for a mixture of key uses.
It’s perfect when you need a more intimate environment
for one-on-one recordings between a vocalist and
producer without the band breathing down the singers shoulder. Studio C is the best
choice for soloists, musicians and duos. Studio C is our specialist studio for music
programming and pre & post-production work. Mastering is also a major part of the
workflow as we have some amazing analog and digital tools for achieving world class results.
A lot of work has gone into the acoustics of the control room to provide a critical reference
matched with excellent monitoring from our new ADAM S3X-H studio speakers.

As all of our studios are compatible with each
other it is quite easy to do different stages of
a production in each studio, getting the best
result for your budget, such as recording in B,
mixing in A and mastering in C. One of the
things people love about studio B is the huge
drum room.

Studio D

Artwork, Photography & Video Production
Studio D can help with all graphic art, photography and video production. So
whether you are needing to put your CD cover together, get some new promo shots
or a broadcast ready film clip it can all be supplied with the same level of professional
service that the studio has been known for almost 30 years. Some of recent clips we
have been working on are highlighted here and can be seen on our Youtube channel
youtube.com/52koolempire Check out all the Empire Records and Uncovered clips
featured.

Kitchen & Recreation Area
Studio 52 offers a range of extra facilities designed to make your recording experience a
pleasant one. These include a large kitchen, meals area,TV and pool room. This is a great area to
chill out, meet other artists recording within the building and enjoy free tea or coffee.

CD Manufacture & Distribution
Talk to us about your complete CD manufacture requirements and national distribution for your
release. Our affiliate label Empire Records and Publishing distributes through MGM and from time
to time offers this on-service to our clients. *(This is not guaranteed simply by recording at Studio
52 and is subject to normal distribution criteria and individual agreement to be negotiated.)
Special features:
• Large number of Valve and dual Valve microphones from SE and GrooveTube • Premium selection of microphones including, DPA, Beyer, Shure, Sennheiser,
Audio Technica, Audix, Peluso, Octava & Milab • TC Electronics 6000 Series Powercore devices in each studio plus full range of Powercore plug-ins including 6000 series and MD3
mastering • Focusrite Liquid Channels and ISA Producer Blue Series Preamps • TLAudio Ivory and Classic Blue series Valve Preamps, compressors and Parametric EQ
The ultimate in AD conversion RME studio interfaces • The latest Apple computers in each studio fully loaded

Easy to find location:

5 minutes from City centre and near all public transport.
Within walking distance of Brunswick & Smith Street restaurant
and entertainment precinct, close to all Melbourne attractions,
music scene and nightlife.

ph: (03) 9417 7707
fax: (03) 9417 5294
23-25a Johnston St Collingwood
Melbourne Australia
www.studio52.com.au
paul@studio52.com.au
For all major projects & package bookings
please contact Paul Higgins
direct on 0412-686-252
or paul@studio52.com.au
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Direct link to the
Studio 52
on Youtube

